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● Being non-convex, DNN’s convergence point depends on the random values 
chosen at initialization and during training

● With so many degrees of freedom governed by random and arbitrary values, 
when comparing two DNNs it is not possible to consider a single test-set 
evaluation score for each model

● We might compare just the best models that someone happened to train 
rather than the methods themselves



 three criteria that a DNN comparison tool should meet

(a) Since we observe only a sample from the population score distribution of each 
model, the decision should be significant under well justified statistical 
assumptions. 

(b) The decision mechanism should be powerful, being able to make decisions in 
most possible decision tasks;

(c) Since both models depend on random decisions, it is likely that none of them is 
promised to be superior over the other in all cases (e.g. with all possible random 
seeds). A powerful comparison tool should hence augment its decision with a 
confidence score, reflecting the probability that the superior model will indeed 
produce a better output



Reimers and Gurevych (2017, 2018)

1. Collection of statistics (mean, median, stdev, max, min)

“-”: statistical significance; power is limited

This approach works in 49.01% of the cases

2. Significance testing for Stochastic Order

“-”:  it does not provide information beyond its decision if one of the distributions is 
stochastically dominant over the other or not;  power is limited

This approach works in 0.98% of the cases



Stochastic dominance

The simplest case of stochastic dominance is statewise dominance (also known 
as state-by-state dominance), defined as follows:

Random variable A is statewise dominant over random variable B if A gives at 
least as good a result in every state (every possible set of outcomes), and a 
strictly better result in at least one state.

(Wikipedia)



A new comparison tool
Almost Stochastic Order between two distributions (Alvarez-Esteban et al., 2017; 
del Barrio et al. (2018))

the test returns a variable eps ϵ [0; 1], that quantifies the degree to which one 
algorithm is stochastically larger than the other, with eps = 0 reflecting stochastic 
order





● replication and reproduction experiments 
with nine part-of-speech taggers published 
between 2000 and 2018, each of which 
reports state-of-the-art performance on a 
widely-used “standard split”

● failure to reliably reproduce some rankings 
using randomly generated splits

● randomly generated splits should be used 
in system comparison











there are more obvious positives (Po) 
than non-obvious positives (Pn) and 
more obvious negatives (No) than 
non-obvious negatives (Nn).

All obvious cases combined (Po+No) 
make up more than 50% of pairs 
across all datasets.


